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1. Executive Summary

Figure 1. RMIT's playful parklet in Malvern.
In 2021, researchers from RMIT University developed

This report outlines the context, design, site selection,

free public use that can be temporarily installed on

iteration of the playful parklet, in the Glenferrie Road

a “playful parklet”: a small, portable public space for
kerb-side car parking spaces. It was designed and

implemented in collaboration with artists, performers,

and local governments across Melbourne. Parklets have
become increasingly prominent as spaces for outdoor
dining, leisure, and social gathering, particularly since
the COVID-19 pandemic. The playful parklet takes this

traditional “café-parklet” design and develops it further as
an explicitly public space for facilitating playful activities

and social encounters. It is a platform for creative

workshops, live music, and interactive installations that

draws on innovative design and programmed activities.
The playful parklet was first installed in Melbourne’s

implementation, and user experience of the second
shopping precinct in Malvern. Throughout this report,

Stonnington refers to the Local Government Area

(LGA) and the municipal government of the City of

Stonnington, while Malvern refers to the suburb within

this municipality. This report reflects on the processes

of planning, implementing, and managing the parklet
and draws on preliminary data and exploratory research
methods to evaluate how successfully the parklet met

both the researchers’ and local councils’ aims centred
around community activation through collaborative
design and placemaking.

Central Business District (CBD) in partnership with the
City of Melbourne in November 2021. It then moved
to the inner Melbourne suburb of Malvern, through a

partnership with the City of Stonnington, in FebruaryMarch 2022. It has subsequently been deployed in

several other locations across Melbourne throughout
2022.
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Key Findings

Opportunities for Future Action

What Worked Well?

•

•

to develop and deploy public space improvements

The playful parklet demonstrated the collaborative

and

Stonnington for rapid development, deployment,

external funding sources, paving the way for future

public space that enhanced social opportunities

activations

in

partnership

with

external

researchers, external infrastructure providers and

capacity of RMIT University and the City of
activation, and ongoing modification of a new

•

The playful parklet enhanced the council’s capacity

•

partnerships in Stonnington and across Melbourne.

The findings from this report show that the playful

in a key neighbourhood activity centre, for under-

parklet can relatively easily be reproduced and

businesses, traffic, or parking.

groundwork for further experimentation with playful

a range of modifications of the parklet while it was

that other groups in other municipalities can draw

served social groups, without negatively impacting

redeployed

in

different

contexts,

laying

the

The project showed the benefits of iteratively trialling

parklets by the researchers and providing a model

in situ: modifications to both the physical setting

upon.

and the programming, informed by businesses and
•

community groups.

The project demonstrated that with careful planning,
good communication, and sufficient expertise,
parklets can be delivered in new forms and new

locations and with new activation programs, and
relocated to suit different site contexts and target
users, even in areas where parklets have not
previously been tested.

What Could Have Been Better?
•

A range of user feedback mechanisms – including
online

surveys,

pedestrian

counters,

on-site

observations by project staff, and interviews – were
trialled, but time constraints and technical issues

limited the scope and quality of this data. Future
iterations can learn from these trials and employ
•

additional methods to gather richer data.

There were challenges in encouraging people to

play in the parklet, particularly engaging actively

with programmed activations such as interactive
music

and

mini-parkour.

Some

passers-by

expressed hesitancy about entering or approaching

the parklet and were unsure of its purpose. Further
research is needed to develop the parklet’s physical

format and programming to further increase public
•

engagement.

Feedback from public users and activators of the
parklet indicated that weather protection is one
among several factors that need to be addressed
through refinement to the design and equipment
of the parklet after the most suitable site has been
selected.
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2. Context
The COVID-19 pandemic upended businesses, families,

parking spaces for public use, 16m² at a time. Since the

around the world throughout 2020 and 2021. In 2022, it

prevalent as a way for restaurants, cafes, bars, and other

communities, and the daily life of cities and towns

continues to put pressure on the business and healthcare

sectors, to restrict public and private gathering, and to

cast a cloud of uncertainty over what our future lives
will be like. In contrast to most other countries, Australia

successfully minimised the pandemic’s death toll by
pursuing a “COVID zero” policy.1 This policy required
full-scale lockdowns that were often implemented with

pandemic, café-parklets have also become increasingly
commercial venues to expand their seating outdoors

in a COVID-safe, socially distanced way. Parklets
have proliferated since the pandemic – especially in
Melbourne, where, in the first half of 2021, 594 parklets

had been installed across 31 local government areas
(LGAs) throughout metropolitan Melbourne.5

short notice, stringent social distancing rules, indoor

These

closures. These measures were in place until most

have carefully-constructed decks and barriers, and are

capacity limits, and interstate and international border
of Australia’s population reached double vaccination
status in late 2021. Although the measures successfully

reduced death and hospitalisation rates, they severely
limited public gathering, decimated tourism revenue,

and closed or reduced business trading for prolonged

periods. In particular, Melbourne – Australia’s second
largest city with over five million people – went through
the world’s longest lockdown of the pandemic to date.2

The pandemic has forced Melbourne and most other

cities around the world to re-evaluate the importance
of face-to-face, public, social interaction and to explore

new methods of supporting businesses and communities
in the face of social distancing, movement, and capacity

café-parklets

are

not

“guerrilla

urbanism”

interventions like the original Park(ing) movement. They
supported by official policies, technical advice, and

funding. They can also be relatively quickly dismantled

as policies or needs change, meaning they are still – like

earlier parklets – temporary and ephemeral. But simply
by repurposing parking spaces for outdoor dining and

social gathering and incorporating green elements, like
plants and potted trees, parklets show how cities can be
made more sustainable and healthy through small-scale

interventions. Similarly, the permit and approval system

that was rapidly pushed through by local councils to
accommodate parklets highlights how previously rigid

forms of planning and zoning that privilege cars can be
quickly overturned when there is a need to do so.

restrictions. This has produced challenges, but it has also

While most parklets are deployed either commercially or

and re-evaluating central tenets of strategic planning that

have created “playful parklets” or “community parklets”

presented a unique window for reimagining urban design

have long been critiqued as unsustainable, such as car
dependency, the privatisation of public spaces, and

the need to generate constant growth. The upheaval to
daily life caused by the pandemic, coupled with everdire warnings about the impacts of climate change, have

together created momentum for radical changes to the
way cities are conceived, designed, and planned from
the top-down.

3

Parklets are one micro-level manifestation of this

rethinking and re-evaluation of cities, which have had

a widespread, highly visible, and tangible impact. The

first parklet was developed in San Francisco in 2005 with
Park(ing), a temporary, guerrilla intervention by design
collective Rebar. It involved feeding a parking meter

as guerrilla interventions, some artists and organisations
that encourage structured and freeform play and promote
spontaneous social interaction. Some examples include
“boatlets”, sidewalk extensions that extend onto streets

in the shape of a boat; milk crate parklets composed
of stacked crates on a wooden platform; ping pong

and futsal parklets; edible parklets with vegetables and
herbs; and even parklets that resemble trucks, saunas,
and wooden canopies (see Figure 2). These playful

iterations on the parklet concept existed pre-COVID-19.
But they have taken on renewed importance in the wake

of the pandemic as a playful, engaging, and inclusive
way to reinvigorate and reactivate public spaces and

to help communities and businesses recover from the
impact of lockdowns and social distancing.

with coins and placing turf grass and a potted tree in
the parking space.4 Since then, the parklet “movement”

has spread around the world, emerging as a counter to

the dominance of cars in cities by temporarily reclaiming

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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Figure 2. (Clockwise from top left) Exploratorium’s parklet (Studio for Public Spaces, San Francisco); truckbed parklet
(Adam Tranter, Coventry); ping pong parklet and milk crate parklet (both designed by Better Block, Dallas).

RMIT’s Playful Parklet

Melbourne to connect with local communities and

Inspired by parklets’ origins in tactical urbanism and

become mobile sites of play;

the potential to reshape cities post-pandemic, RMIT

businesses and test out the possibility for parklets to
•

It is a platform for expanding Melbourne’s urban

researchers Troy Innocent, Quentin Stevens and Ha

play community, by connecting music, games,

This parklet combines elements of pre-approved,

testing out ideas and initiatives through practical

physical activity, and fashion with public space and

Minh Hai Thai created a playful parklet for Melbourne.
standardised, commercial parklets that have been

widely deployed in metropolitan Melbourne with various

•

workshops; and

It is research-driven, designed and coordinated

playful concepts drawn from Park(ing). It aims to test

by academics in collaboration with artists and local

engagement through short-term interventions into public

researching parklets’ impact and applying these

traditions and design approaches, this parklet is unique

types of pop-up public spaces.

out approval processes, design refinement, and public

government, allowing them to explore methods for

spaces across Melbourne. While it draws on earlier

findings to future iterations of the parklet and other

by combining four key factors:
•

•

It is both programmed and latent, with scheduled

RMIT’s playful parklet consists of a timber deck levelled

and engage local crowds, while serving as a free

planter boxes and concrete corner blocks as a protective

outside these programmed activities;

and two raised wooden benches for seating. Over time,

performances and activations designed to draw in

with the pavement; synthetic grass flooring; timber

public space to relax, socialise or play informally

barrier to the street; and a raised stage area at one end,

It is mobile, moving to different locations across

the parklet has had artistic surface decoration applied

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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Figure 3. Detail from the Miro board used to sketch out the playful parklet's design.

both inside and out using geometric shapes and design

reimagined social life in urban spaces post-pandemic.

the parklet to attract attention from a distance. Additional

an application to City of Port Phillip’s “Reimagine –

to make it stand out. Flags were raised at each end of
furniture, props and signage can be brought into the

parklet, such as tables and chairs, music speakers,
parkour equipment and interactive technologies and
devices, among others. The Implementation section
of this report outlines the parklet’s specifications and
design in more detail.

The playful parklet draws on two current research
projects. First, Quentin Stevens (RMIT) and Kim Dovey

(University of Melbourne) are undertaking a wider

research project on Temporary and Tactical Urbanism,

funded by the Australian Research Council. This project

examines the complex dynamics of temporary and

The design for the parklet was initially developed through
Activation Design Competition”, which called for ideas
to reactivate the council’s activity areas as pandemic
restrictions eased. Because this application processed

happened during lockdown, the researchers created a
Miro board to map and explore ideas and inspirations

for the parklet design (see Figure 3). Although the
application was unsuccessful, this pitch established the
parklet’s core design and specifications. These were

then showcased in a series of public workshops, events,
and discussions connected to Playable City Melbourne,
which is part of the wider UK-funded Playable City
initiative.6

tactical urban projects in Australia and their implications

In response to the pandemic, the Playable City Melbourne

Troy Innocent (RMIT) is researching the impact of urban

“playable cities” to explore the parklet as a new form

for urban design, planning, and place-making. Second,
play on experiences of place, as part of a larger project

called Play about Place that explores the potential of a
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

program pivoted away from pre-pandemic thinking on
of public space that could support a pop-up urban
play festival including performance, exhibitions, and
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Figure 4. (Left) The playful parklet in Lonsdale Street; (right) the “We Are Where Now?” program.
workshops. The parklet was planned to be live during

an event permit which allowed the playful parklet to

a snap lockdown prevented it from taking place. Instead,

to approval from the council’s traffic management staff.

Melbourne International Games Week (MIGW) 2021, but
the concept was explored in an online workshop entitled

occupy two adjacent on-street parking spaces, subject

“Reimagine the World” held during MIGW in October

The playful parklet remained in the City of Melbourne

workshops that explored three different approaches to

time a range of performances, events, and activations

2021. This workshop was the latest in a series of three

post-pandemic activation: “restart”, “reactivate”, and
“reimagine” the world.

“Reimagine the World” included a series of presentations

from artists and gamemakers who were invited to reflect on
how they might use a playful parklet to encourage people
to return to public space after the lockdown had lifted.

7

The following month, when Melbourne gradually began

to reopen, RMIT researchers worked with these artists

to produce a series of games, interactive installations,
and performances for the parklet. The parklet was then

launched in Melbourne’s CBD on November 20th, 2021,
with a series of activations collectively titled “We Are
Where Now?”8 This title was designed to provoke visitors
into reflecting on the state of city life post-pandemic.

The playful parklet was situated on Little Lonsdale Street

in front of the entrance to the Wheeler Centre, near State
Library of Victoria and opposite an entrance to the QV
shopping centre. The playful parklet did not meet the

City of Melbourne’s requirements for approval as a

parklet, since that process is designed exclusively for

parklets that are proposed, funded, and managed by

hospitality businesses for parking locations adjacent to
those businesses. The City of Melbourne instead issued

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

from November 20th to December 5th, 2021. During this
were tested out on passers-by. These ranged from

interactive musical performances and street games
using chalk drawings and tape, to augmented reality

apps and musical plants.9 Students from RMIT’s
Animation graduate program were also hired as “Playful

Space Officers” (PSOs) to activate the parklet outside
these programmed sessions. They wore vests identifying
themselves as PSOs – which is deliberate a play on
the uniforms worn by Protective Service Officers who

patrol train stations after dark. The PSOs respectfully

encouraged passers-by to enter the parklet, asking them

questions such as “have you been playful today?” and

explaining the parklet’s role as a public space dedicated
to play and social interaction for anyone to use.

On December 5th, 2021 the playful parklet was

dismantled and stored at a private off-street location
until February 17th, 2022, when it was transferred to its

second location on Llaneast St, Malvern. Here it was
situated on a side street near the corner of the busy

commercial Glenferrie Road in front of a homewares
store, Crate Expectations. It remained there until March

18th. The parklet then moved to its third location: Saxon

Street in Brunswick, City of Moreland, next to Brunswick

Public Baths and a short walk from the busy commercial

10

Figure 5. The first performance of Communitas, an interactive busking performance, in the parklet.

Figure 6. PSOs greet passersby and help draw attention to the parklet.
strip of Sydney Road. Through these and further, ongoing

activations RMIT researchers have used the parklet to
explore various ways of engaging local communities

by connecting with the unique demographics, streets,
artists, and businesses across Melbourne.

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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3. Project Aims

Artists and RMIT researchers meet to plan the playful parklet activations in Melbourne CBD.

This report covers the second location for the playful

parklet at Malvern, undertaken in partnership with

•

the City of Stonnington. This installation presented an

Exploring public engagement with small-scale,

pop-up playful public spaces and their activation in
various urban settings.

opportunity to experiment with and evaluate Malvern and
surrounding suburbs as sites for playful parklet activation.

The City of Stonnington’s aims included:

RMIT researchers and the City of Stonnington’s aims as

•

As such, it brings together the research design aims of
a local council serving its communities.

•

RMIT’s research aims included:
•

Contributing to Melbourne’s outdoor leisure space

post-COVID and connecting with Melbourne’s
vibrant street life, arts and culture, local government

•
•

and the city’s playful community spirit.

Exploring and evaluating how a playful parklet can
temporarily intervene in different formats, locations,
and contexts.

Learning from collaborating with local governments
to facilitate parklets and public play.
Collaborating

with

local

artists,

area where most parklets currently reside.

Understanding who benefits from non-commercial

parklets and the impacts they have on local residents,
don’t usually demand outdoor space for business

•

expertise in place management, unique urban DNA,
•

Stonnington precincts other than the Chapel Street

road users, and service-based businesses that

by developing a playful parklet that probes the
potential for reimagining social life in urban spaces

Extending the parklet program across City of

activities.

Exploring the potential for parklets that are playful
and open to anyone to use to help activate

commercial areas post-pandemic and introduce a
•

new sense of place.

Demonstrating the potential for parklets to repurpose
off-street parking for wider community benefits and
to help reduce car dependency.

gamemakers,

businesses, and play communities to experiment

with different playful parklet programming and
activations.

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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4. Background Knowledge

Figure 7. Distribution of parklets across Melbourne’s streets February-June, 2021, highlighting the location of Glenferrie
Road, Malvern, a north-south-oriented precinct that lacked parklets

Mapping Melbourne’s Parklets

the pandemic, has increasingly embraced parklets

Melbourne is Australia’s second largest city with a

prominent pre-pandemic parklet initiative is the City of

km². While Melbourne’s health, education, economic,

organisation in the municipality with a street presence to

Government, the metropolitan area is divided into 31

Since the pandemic, both state and local governments in

including planning, street management, and economic

including grants for construction, subsidised provision

and car dependent, it has an extensive tram, train,

permit fees, and streamlined approval processes.11

to improve outdoor dining and street life. The most

population of over five million spread across 10,000

Moreland’s Parklet Program, which allows any business or

and transport services are run by Victoria’s State

apply for short- and long-term permits to host a parklet.10

LGAs that serve their local communities through services

Melbourne have provided financial support for parklets,

development. Although Melbourne is heavily congested

of physical elements or complete parklets, waiving of

and bus network across its inner suburbs and, since

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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Between February and June 2021, researchers Quentin

and that businesses there simply did not apply for parklet

(University of Melbourne) systematically identified and

where there was strong demand for parklets and where

Stevens (RMIT), Kim Dovey and Merrick Morley
mapped a total of 594 parklets across metropolitan

Melbourne. This drew on aerial photography, fieldwork

video and photography, and Google Street View, and

permits. Stonnington Council prioritised Chapel Street,
“it wasn’t as difficult to navigate through those [transport]
restrictions.”13

databases provided by local governments. This mapping

The City of Stonnington’s parklet rollout unfolded through

12km of Melbourne’s CBD (broadly within Melbourne’s

streamlined the parklet permit process for hospitality

showed that 35 of the 51 major retail precincts within

tram network) host parklets. Parklets thrive on traditional
“high streets” that have small-scale shopfronts, mixed
use, pedestrian density and good transport links,

but relatively little through-traffic. They are especially
common on north-south-running commercial streets

that have good solar exposure during lunchtimes. Many
parklets cluster along tram routes, which slow traffic
and enhance access, as well as along the commercial
streets terminating near Melbourne’s bayfront. Parklets
are scarce where retail streets lack pedestrians.12

Glenferrie Road in the suburb of Malvern was the most

notable outlier in this research, being the only major

its Roadside Dining permit program. This initiative
businesses in Stonnington, offering 6-month permits

(starting in October to cover the summer period) or year-

round ones. Its primary aim is “balancing opportunities for
outdoor dining to support the sustainable operation and

growth of local business, with the need to facilitate safe
and accessible movement” and ensure increased foot
traffic is “appropriately managed.” But it also explicitly

links parklets to many of the benefits identified by the

Park(ing) movement, such as “activat[ing] our streets

and transform[ing] them into places for people rather
than cars” and “create[ing] opportunities for people to
spend time outside and meet new people”.14

commercial street with a north-south orientation in

Partnering with Stonnington

of Stonnington LGA, its urban design capacities match

In late 2020, RMIT research team member Ha Thai

other flourishing parklet clusters close by, including

Melbourne’s CBD to an acquaintance, Targol Khorram,

Melbourne that lacked any parklets. Situated in the City

those of other areas in Stonnington. There are several

Chapel Street in another Stonnington suburb, Prahran,

as well as on Glenferrie Road further north in Hawthorn,
within Boroondara LGA. The mapping analysis of
Melbourne’s parklets indicates that Glenferrie Road in

Malvern could be an ideal parklet precinct, because it
has tram service, significant foot traffic, many small cross-

streets, hospitality businesses providing footpath dining,
and good solar exposure. But it has limited off-street

parking, meaning that street parking might be more in

demand. The absence of parklets here demonstrated to
the researchers that non-urban-design factors, such as

economic, political, social or cultural factors, might also

showed RMIT’s playful parklet at its first location in

who is a Project Manager for Urban and Infrastructure
Projects at the City of Stonnington, and who has also

done external consultancy work in placemaking and

urban space activation. Khorram then shared information

about the parklet with her colleagues at Stonnington,
who responded enthusiastically. At the time, Stonnington
had leftover funds allocated to support placemaking

from the Victorian State Government. The playful parklet
presented an opportunity to expand the council’s parklet
program and explore the potential for non-commercial
parklets to drive place-based community activations.

influence parklet provision.

Led by Maria Lara, the council developed a Research

With this in mind RMIT researchers proposed working with

agreement covered installation of the parklet, completion

Stonnington Council to test Glenferrie Road in Malvern as

a site for parklet activation. In an interview conducted for
this report, Maria Lara, Economic Growth and Activation

Officer at City of Stonnington, explained several reasons
why Glenferrie Road had been overlooked previously.
First, it is defined by the Victorian Department of

Transport as a major road, meaning it is subject to
additional constraints around its management and use.

Second, Lara notes that there were fewer hospitality
businesses on Glenferrie Road than other retail corridors,

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

Services Agreement with the RMIT research team. This

of an event permit application and event plan for the

duration of the parklet’s stay, and deinstallation. It also
promised the delivery of a report outlining the impact

of the parklet on the area. City of Stonnington in turn

undertook to assist in finding a suitable location for the
parklet; to handle permit applications and cover any
council fees associated with the project through in-kind

support; to liaise with local businesses and residents; to

promote the parklet through social media; and to help
facilitate analysis of the impacts of this pilot project.
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5. Site Selection
On 17 December 2021, RMIT researchers Stevens and

Thai met with Carine Bourcier, Placemaking Coordinator
at City of Stonnington, to undertake a site survey along

8.

Partly shaded from the sun on hot days by trees and/
or buildings.

Glenferrie Road in Malvern to determine potential

The City of Stonnington had originally suggested parking

two parallel kerbside carparking spaces managed by the

Road. After site inspection, this option was rejected as it

locations for the playful parklet. It was planned to occupy
City of Stonnington. When determining potential sites,

the research team were looking for a location with the

following attributes (listed here in roughly descending
order of significance):
1.

deliveries.

pedestrian generators – Malvern Railway Station, the

commercial precinct;

Attracted significant pedestrian footfall but was not
too crowded or narrow;

Carparking spaces had access to the immediately-

adjacent footpath that was not obstructed by
street furniture, lampposts, or the poles of street

5.

the adjoining businesses’ sandwich-board signage and

pedestrians, provide pedestrians on Glenferrie Road

businesses’ existing outdoor tables and displays,

4.

pedestrian use and the narrow footpath was occupied by

Streets further south were generally more viable for

and auditory exposure to the maximum volume of

and support local businesses in the Glenferrie Road

3.

did not meet criteria 2, 3 or 7 above. The street had little

On or very close to Glenferrie Road to optimise visual

with easy access to the parklet, and to engage with

2.

spaces outside 79-83 Union St, just west of Glenferrie

signs;

A section of street which was not too traffic-heavy or

locating the parklet, due to closer proximity to major
nearby Malvern Central Shopping Centre, and numerous

council-operated off-street parking lots located behind
Glenferrie Road businesses. These were frequently
accessed by car and pedestrian traffic using the side
streets in the southern part of the precinct.

The site survey identified three optimal candidate
locations:
1.

high-speed and which enabled vehicles to drive and

parking spaces near a larger parking lot and in

Side streets that did not have long footpath bulb-

close proximity to trams and shops. The parking

outs near their intersections with Glenferrie Road

space is also in front of a games store, General
Games Melbourne, which could help attract locals

views to kerbside carparking locations;

interested in games and play and promote the

Adjoining businesses which had some relevance

parklet to customers. There are pavement bulb-

to the function and users of the parklet, and/or

outs and awning at the street corner, which would

who could potentially support it and benefit from it.

provide additional space and shading for activities

Parking spaces immediately in front of hospitality

using the parklet. There are also few existing public

business were generally not considered viable
because pedestrians and those businesses would

likely understand the parklet as belonging to that

benches or green spaces nearby.
2.

business, and not as being a general amenity for
7.

site, for pedestrians, although most customers

parklet’s raised stage, situated within its left-hand

enter from the supermarket’s rear parking lot. The

end, to be oriented where pedestrians on Glenferrie

supermarket presents a blank frontage to Glenferrie

Road would have a clear view to performers using

Road with no activity, which the parklet could help

the stage. For locations on side streets, this would

to address. The Stonnington Toy Library and Winter

require choosing carparking spaces on the south

Street childcare centre are nearby as potential

side of side streets to the west of Glenferrie Road,

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

Coles supermarket, the parklet would occupy three

The supermarket has a minor entrance facing this

Carparking spaces which would allow the playful

streets to the east of Glenferrie Road;

164-178 Glenferrie Road: Situated in front of a
parking spots on a busy section of Glenferrie Road.

public use;

and carparking spaces on the north side of side

street off Glenferrie Road near Malvern Shopping

Centre, the parklet would occupy two out of four

park around the parklet with little difficulty or risks;

and did not have trees and street furniture blocking
6.

Gordon Grove, North Side: Located on a side

drawcards for children and families.
3.

1A Llaneast Street, South Side: The parklet would
occupy two of four parking spots on a side street
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Figure 8. Two local games stores were keen to engage with the parklet. Left: General Games, Right: Mind Games
off Glenferrie Road close to a tram stop and two

parklet there would unfairly benefit their competitor.

Adjacent to Crate Expectations, a clothing and

the support of surrounding businesses or the precinct

passers-by, and opposite a TAB sports betting

[…] that has a huge impact on our decision making

public seats, bollards, rubbish bins, and smaller tree

itself, only that its location would favour their competitor.

location.

The second site directly on Glenferrie Road was not

off-street parking lots behind the retail businesses.

Lara says, “we can’t implement anything new without

household goods store that attracts quite a lot of

association, and that’s a key caveat for us as a council

centre. There is a large tree that offers shade, two

process.”15 Mind Games were not opposed to the parklet

on the footpath edge in the middle of the potential

chosen because of traffic management concerns. These

The research team and Carine Bourcier also examined

included risks of collisions with the parklet by passing

in the suburb of Armadale, opposite Toorak Station.

for passing vehicles to see other vehicles exiting parking

might also activate this site in parallel to the Glenferrie

collisions. As a result, the third site on Llaneast Street

being used by adjoining hospitality businesses during

while still being in close proximity to Glenferrie Road. It

an existing council-owned parklet on Beatty Avenue

vehicles or vehicles parking near it; and reduced visibility

Council had proposed that the RMIT research team

spaces near the parklet, which could also lead to

Road location, because most this large parklet was not

was selected as it provided shade and public amenities

the daytime. But initial consultation by Lara found that

was also approximately halfway between the two game

parklet because of concerns about increased noise and

both could contribute to and promote the parklet, without

sites concurrently also presented logistical challenges.

also acceptable to the non-hospitality business adjoining

residents in the area were not supportive of the playful

store businesses, constituting a “neutral” territory where

activity created by parklets in general. Activating two

it favouring one over the other. The chosen location was
it, Crate Expectations.

Of the three Glenferrie Road sites, the research team
preferred the first site on Gordon Grove, partly because

of its proximity to the General Games store. When Lara
approached General Games they were enthusiastic
about the parklet and willing to support and champion it.

However, when consulting with other businesses nearby

to ensure they were supportive and the parklet would not
disrupt their operations, another game store further down

the road, Mind Games, voiced concern that locating the

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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Figure 9. Sattelite image of the chosen parklet site on Llaneast Street. Two parking spaces of 12 m x 1.9 m outlined in
orange indicate the parklet site.

Figure 10. Detailed plans for the chosen parklet site showing dimensions and street layout.

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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6. Implementation

Figure 11. Initial installation photos showing each end of the parklet in situ on Llaneast Street, Malvern. Images courtesy
of Maria Lara, City of Stonnington.

Procurement and Installation

by 1.9 metres wide, with a continuous fixed row of 800

The parklet was initially purchased from and installed by

street-facing sides. To suit the RMIT research team’s

2021. Greenevent have 30 years of experience creating

they customised this design by adding a low stage, two

structures and greenery displays, with a team consisting

of the parklet. These additional elements were designed

stylists. They had successfully installed over 200

team, and fabricated from standard decking timber in

millimetre-high planter boxes running around the three

landscape installation experts Greenevent in November

aims for both programmed activation and free public use,

and maintaining customised temporary landscapes,

benches, and a small planter box on the footpath edge

of horticulturalists, landscapers, builders, and floral

by Ha Thai in consultation with the wider RMIT research

temporary parklets using a standardised palette of

RMIT’s in-house workshop.

previously installed parklets for the City of Stonnington

These elements provided seating and a platform for artists’

Using Greenevent de-risked the design, installation,

they could be dismantled and reorganised depending

parklet was known to already meet all the necessary

its deployment in different settings. All these elements

pedestrian access, robustness, and aesthetics. Second,

store and were constructed by professional staff who

assembling, transporting, and installing parklets across

concrete blocks (0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8m) each weighing approx.

materials within the City of Melbourne and had also
in Beatty Avenue, adjacent to Toorak Railway Station.

and musicians’ performances. They were standalone, so

and operation of the parklet in two key ways. First, the

on the shape and size of the future parklet’s shell and

performance requirements related to traffic safety,

used off-the-shelf materials from a local building material

the team could draw on Greenevent’s expertise in

have years of experience in woodworking. Two corner

Melbourne in coordination with local governments.

1 tonne were used as vehicle impact barriers at each

Greenevent’s standard parklet shell, designed to occupy
two kerbside parallel parking spaces, is 12 metres long

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

outside street corner of the parklet.

As with the first site in Melbourne’s CBD (see Context),
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deploying the parklet in a local street of Stonnington
involved a range of logistical considerations, permit
requirements, and approval processes. Firstly, potential
neighbours of the parklet – businesses owners and

residents – were informed and asked for their consent.
After obtaining necessary support from neighbours,
the team prepared a set of technical drawings detailing

the proposed location and design of the parklet. This

outlined the installation, traffic management processes,
activation program, a risk management plan, Covid Safe

plan, and proof of public indemnity insurance for review
by Stonnington Council. Stonnington’s Transport and

Parking Unit accepted the team’s proposal to provide

two corner concrete blocks as impact protection, as
an alternative to the water-filled jersey barriers typically
used and required by Stonnington Council. The concrete
blocks had been successfully trialled in the playful

(see Context) in a different setting. It also allowed
the researchers to try out new projects, particularly in

collaboration with the local communities in the area.
Innocent curated the program by drawing upon the

urban play community seeded throughout Playable

City Melbourne’s workshops and through artists and
designers associated with RMIT’s Future Play Lab. In

some cases, existing projects were adapted for the

parklet, but in most cases they were creative prompts
developed through online discussions leading up to the
parklet’s launch.

The second iteration of the playful parklet included two
returning projects:
Communitas

parklet’s City of Melbourne installation, in accordance
with their requirements, and were the standard solution

used by Greenevent for City of Melbourne parklets on a
range of streets with varied traffic volumes and speeds.

The concrete blocks could be incorporated into the

parklet’s rectangular envelope, and thus intruded far
less into the street space. They are, however, heavy and
require a forklift for moving. The blocks were rented from
and installed by GreenEvent as a logistical practicality.

Although the playful parklet’s event permit was only
issued the evening before the early-morning bump-in of
the parklet, GreenEvent were able to transport and install

the parklet elements and concrete blocks, within 3 hours.
Because the playful parklet is not hosted by a business,
it was maintained by Stonnington Council staff. This is

Communitas is an interactive busking performance

custody of a hospitality business, who are responsible

a pop-up stage. The performers – typically a combination

construction and installation, providing day-to-day care

the “stage” area of the parklet at one end, and three

fixing any damage (although graffiti removal is undertaken

markings. Each participant acts as a “controller” for

research team at RMIT also inspected the parklet most

to speed up, slow down, stop performing altogether, or

parklet use, and remove any litter such as food waste,

responsive ensemble for citizen conductors, facilitating

team also regularly inspected the parklet for necessary

while drawing the attention of other passers-by.

different to other commercial parklets which are in the

where passers-by can interact with three performers on

for applying for permits, paying for the design,

of vocalists, drummer, and double bassist – occupy

and maintenance such as cleaning, watering plants, and

participants face them in a triangle, standing on floor

and charged by the council’s graffiti removal team). The

their dedicated musician, using hand signs to tell them

days to manage activations, conduct observation of

begin freestyling. The performance becomes a dynamic,

bottles, and cigarette butts. The research and activation

an intimate connection between conductor and performer

repairs, although no problems were identified.

Created by Troy Innocent & Rachael Thompson with

Programming

Tanya George (vocals), Dan Witton (double bass /

As the parklet’s second site, Malvern allowed the RMIT

Innocent and Thompson contacted musicians and co-

projects from the previous iteration in Melbourne’s CBD

engagement with buskers.

research team to test out some of the same activation

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

vocals), Paul Guseli (drums), and Ros Jones (saxophone).

created this music game based on social codes of public
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YomeciBand

the pandemic, Short was running most events online

YomeciBand is a creative intervention which makes

a covid-safe space to run meetups and events. Tables

to the city again. A series of Yomeci (a portmanteau of

developed assisted by PSOs. Passers-by or those who

Melbourne’s streets playable, welcoming people back

rather than in cafés and was interested in the parklet as
were constructed for the space and a workshop format

followed the parklet’s programming via social media

could drop by to play games with the PSOs. Simple,
accessible games were chosen and no previous board

game experience was required, with these sessions
serving as “learn how to play a board game” workshops.
you, me and the city) creatures – inspired by the sounds,

flows, and daily rhythms of Melbourne’s streets – are

drawn onto the footpath in front of the parklet using

A selection of board games was supplied by Mind

Games for the first two weeks of the parklet installation
and by General Games for the second two weeks.

chalk. A “Play Start” sign at each end invites passers-by

Play the Commons

as they pass through. The project’s artists, meanwhile,

A second unplanned addition to the parklet were mini-

sounds based on the participant’s movements that are

play practice that utilises the physical landscape and

to walk, dance, or move intuitively around the drawings

are hidden out of sight nearby, generating quirky musical
played through Bluetooth speakers along the path.

parkour workshops. Parkour is a sport and urban

Created by YomeciPlay artists Uyen Nguyen, Matthew
Riley & Rod Price (sound designer). Innocent worked
with YomeciPlay to craft this game specifically for the
parklet.

In addition to these two projects, the researchers added
two new projects to the Malvern iteration:
Café Games/Board Games with Justin
Given the brief of engaging the board game businesses

in the area, Innocent approached existing board game

community Café Games run by Christopher Short to
explore the parklet as a space to host events. Due to

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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objects of the street as obstacles to be overcome.

without touching the astroturf (the “lava”).

organisation, approached Troy Innocent about running

Both these additions to the programming – board

by could observe parkour and receive coaching from

“collaborating with local artists, gamemakers, businesses

Melbourne in Motion, a parkour and movement coaching

pop-up parkour sessions inside the parklet. PassersMelbourne in Motion team members about parkour
basics. Melbourne in Motion were not connected to the
earlier Urban Play Symposium but discovered the project

through a connected podcast produced by Innocent

gaming and parkour – supported the research aim of

and play communities to experiment with different playful
parklet programming and activations” (see Project Aims
above).

called Playopolis that featured interviews with Stevens

and others working in this space. Their portable parkour
playground was adapted for the parklet space with new

games invented to work in concert with its design, like
“The Floor is Lava” where players have to get to one end

of the parklet to the other using the parkour equipment

Table 1. Summary of the programmed events for the playful parklet in Malvern.

Table 2. Breakdown of costs for the parklet, materials, labour, and installation.

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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Figure 12. Specifications for the parklet on site at Malvern.

Design

physical customisation – $10,660 – was relatively low.

The overall design of the parklet remained the same as its

one of the several commercial suppliers (Skiplet, Urban

minor elements during the parklet’s time on Llaneast

Creative Solutions) typically costs upwards of $50,000.

pedestrian gate counter, with a sensor mounted onto the

(e.g. custom-made steel frame, planters and facings) and

each end of the parklet. This allowed the team to capture

increases in costs for construction materials and labour.

By comparison, purchase of a commercial parklet from

previous iteration. However it was possible to add several

Parker, People Parkers, Urban Commons, Rightside

St. City of Stonnington added a small battery-powered

This generally includes a design made of robust materials

internal face of a timber planter near the footpath edge at

delivery and installation, but is prior to recent significant

the number of people entering and leaving the parklet,
including outside the times of programmed activation

(see the Evaluation section below). Other additions

were inspired by the unplanned connections with the two
local board game businesses and Melbourne in Motion’s

parkour workshops. A Little Free Library made of brightlypainted plywood with two shelves and a transparent door

was mounted onto the perimeter planter for storing board

games, LEGO bricks and chalk (see Figure 13). Folding
tables and chairs were placed in the parklet to allow larger
numbers of people to play tabletop games. Although
these were not locked down, none of them were taken

or vandalised during the parklet’s 4 weeks in Llaneast
St. The Mind Games store owner noted, however, that

the tables used were inadequate because they were
wooden planks with slots where cards and small game
pieces could fall through. A blackboard listing upcoming
events as part of the program was also added.

Budget

Figure 13. The Little Free Library was added to the parklet
design with board games supplied by local stores Mind
Games and General Games.

Table 2 above shows a breakdown of the budget used
to purchase the parklet, additional materials, and its

installation and programming in Malvern (figures are in

Australian dollars). The cost of the playful parklet and its
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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7. Evaluation
Monitoring Methods and Data Gathered

people entered the parklet during the times the counter

As the second iteration of the parklet, this project allowed

from the data obtained, the full number of visitors for the

trialled during the parklet’s first location in a new context,

the number of daily visitors to the parklet. Weekends are

However this iteration of the parklet was also still very

data was recorded on February 22-23 and on March 5-6,

was functioning. Extrapolating the average daily visits

the research team to apply methods for gathering data

4 weeks was likely over 1,300 people. Figure 14 shows

as well as to explore new methods for data collection.

highlighted red to differentiate them from weekdays. No

much in the exploratory and experimental stage, and

and incomplete data was recorded on other days.

timeline. As a result the data collated here is piecemeal

Figure 15 shows the hourly breakdown of visits to the

and analysing data to measure the parklet’s impact on

was incomplete with several days’ worth of data missing

it was also implemented according to a high-pressure

and the project remains in the early phases of gathering

parklet from February 24 – March 17. Again, this data

local businesses and communities.

when the counter was blocked. Grey cells represent this

The aims behind gathering this data stem from existing

people visited the parklet, with the intensity of shading

how to invite adults to play in public space, and how

around the cells indicate programmed events. The daily

placemaking and socially engaged practice. The data

and “out” counts, then rounding them up and halving

missing data. Yellow cells indicate times when several

questions in Innocent’s research into urban play around

reflecting the number of people. Coloured borders

public space can serve as a “living lab” for creative

totals in both figures were calculated by adding the “in”

therefore aimed to help measure four key indicators of

them, for each hour.

•

perceptions of the parklet as a public space versus

This extremely rough data showed that the hours

•

capacity of the parklet to inspire, invite, or incite

in descending order: 12-1pm, 11am-12pm, 9-10am,

capacity of the parklet to engage and reconnect

is counterposed with the timing of planned activations

affordances for the parklet to support creative works

some programmed participatory events in the parklet

impact:

•
•

a commercial space

during which the parklet was most frequented were,

adults to play in public space

7-8pm and 10-11am. When the pedestrian counter data

people with the city

(indicated by the coloured borders), it is clear that

succeeded in attracting and sustaining visits and

Pedestrian Counter

engagements with significant numbers of people. As

A pedestrian counter was placed across the front edge

to reflect movements of activation staff and attendees

Council to capture the number of people moving in

cases, such as the board games session on Friday March

was in place between February 24 – March 17 and

after the end of the programmed times - suggesting visits

discriminate between the general public and the parklet’s

sessions. It is important to note that pedestrian count

people recorded would include those individuals. This

direction (arriving or leaving), and not any record of

days (unfortunately, mostly on weekends) no visits were

a given hourly tally. Nevertheless, the available data

day. This is very likely because the counter’s sensor was

parklet did help to generate visits to it.

the data gathered is incomplete and only represents a

It is particularly noteworthy that there are numerous times

noted above, some data on entries to the parklet appear

of the parklet, adjoining the footpath, by Stonnington

prior to the official starting time of the events. In other

and out of the parklet space. The pedestrian counter

4, there are numerous entries and/or exits of the parklet

counted both in and out movement. The counter did not

and activities may have persisted beyond the scheduled

designers and activators, so a substantial number of

data for the parklet only capture movements, not their

counting method also had technical issues. On some

people who remained inside the parklet perimeter within

recorded for an extended period, including during the

suggests that the varied programmed activations of the

blocked by a stationary obstacle or furniture. As a result,
proportion of the people who actually visited the parklet.

and dates when there were many visitors to the parklet

With these caveats, the data showed that at least 1,047

includes several of the times with the highest numbers

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

even though there were no programmed activities. This
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Figure 14. Number of visitors to the parklet by day.
of visitors. Weekday visits were more numerous than

awareness article titled “Work, Rest or Play at the Playful

activations on weekends. There were at least some visitors

participants to take a selfie in the parklet to have a chance

weekends, whether or not the parklet had playful

to the playful parklet on almost every evening, and often
visitors during the mornings. The broad spread of visits
across time validates the core aim of the playful parklet:

to provide programmed activations that can engage and
give pleasure to passers-by during their everyday visits

to the Glenferrie Road precinct (primarily on weekdays),
while also providing a new, open, stimulating public
space that people can use freely.

Parklet”;16 and a selfie competition article, inviting
of winning a $200 voucher to spend at their favourite

local business.17 These pages received 451 visits, 402

of which were unique views. The top performing day was
Tuesday March 15. These posts were also circulated

through the What’s On Stonnington email newsletter.
These provided links back to the pages on the City Of

Stonnington website, with links to the activation receiving
43 clicks and links to the competition 41 clicks.

Online/Social Media

Stonnington’s

The parklet was promoted by City of Stonnington via

Stonnington and What’s on Stonnington accounts. A

Facebook, Instagram and Stonnington’s website and

by Playable City Melbourne via Twitter and Instagram.

Stonnington ran two articles on their website: an
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

social

media

campaigns

included

Facebook and Instagram posts on both the City of
social media advertising campaign was also run on the
City of Stonnington Facebook and Instagram for the

selfie competition. These reached 61,424 people (49,809
24

Figure 15. Number of visitors to the parklet by hour. Grey shading = no data available.
for the competition). There were 2,312 engagements

media posts there were six written comments. Of these,

34 age group engaged with the content the most, with

other two were critical. One negative Instagram post

(reactions, comments, shares) recorded. And the 25men outnumbering other gender groups (where known)
with more engagements. Playable City Melbourne also
made posts about the parklet and various activations
on its Instagram and Twitter accounts. Together these

received 236 reactions (likes, comments, retweets) in
total, with most reactions coming from Instagram.

Beyond clicks and likes, however, these social media
posts received minimal engagement. Across all social

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

four were brief positive reactions (“looks fun!”) and the
stated the parklet space was “more practical as a
parking lane” and described parklets as (sic) “assemble
points for drunkies and junkies” calling for council to “use
tax payers money wisely”. This comment brought in other
perceived planning problems in the local area and was

perhaps more reflective of the poster’s general dislike
of parklets than the playful parklet specifically. A Twitter

comment in response to a post about Communitas more
constructively requested more information about the
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Figure 16. (Left) Playable City Melbourne Twitter post; (top right) What’s on Stonnington website awareness article;
(bottom right) What’s On Stonnington Instagram post.

activations: “You really don’t let people dive into the

advertisement asking for feedback. These were placed

relatively popular single-word name ‘communitas’ a link

the Playable City Melbourne website. The PSOs also

topic, neither here nor on the website. Especially with a
would be helpful.”
Online Survey
RMIT researchers also designed an online survey to
gather data about users’ experiences of the parklet
itself and its various activations. The survey included 23
questions, including a mix of multiple choice and openended questions. It asked participants:
•

their thoughts on parklets;

•

what they did there;

•
•
•
•
•

their reason for entering the parklet;
who they were with;

on signs in and around the parklet, and included on
encouraged people who entered the parklet to complete
the survey.

The survey was designed primarily during the first

iteration of the parklet to test out methods for gathering

user data. An intercept survey was also designed for
this first iteration, but due to high rates of COVID-19 at

the time and difficulties engaging passers-by with the

activations it was not used. For the second iteration of
the parklet, the survey remained active and advertised
on the parklet, but the questions were not updated and it
was not actively promoted due to time constraints.

what impact the parklet had on their day;

Five people completed the survey while the parklet

to share a memorable moment in the parklet.

representative of overall community attitudes toward

how they would rate the parklet; and

Participants were also asked to provide their age, gender
identification, sexuality, race, and place of residence.
The survey was distributed through a QR code and
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

was stationed in Malvern. As such, the results are not
the parklet and only provide partial insight into some

individuals’ perceptions and experiences based on

a small, uncontrolled, voluntary, and thus biased

sample. Not all questions were completed by the
26

participants, although they did all proceed to the end

results also indicate that the posting of on-site QR codes

agreeing or strongly agreeing with most or all positive

obtain useful qualitative feedback on user perceptions of

of the questionnaire. The responses were all positive,

statements in the survey about the parklets’ impact.

The respondents described the parklet as “lovely”,

linked to surveys, if properly managed, has potential to
such interventions.

“calming”, “relaxing” and, for one older woman (straight,

Site Observation

“welcoming for children and those wanting a rest”. Only

RMIT researchers collected observations and mapping

shade” (straight woman, 35-44, mixed). All respondents

around it, and undertook informal intercept interviews

over 65, mixed) who spoke with a child in the parklet,
one respondent made a critical remark, saying it “needs
lived in Melbourne, with most living nearby. All but one of
the respondents had not heard the term “parklet” before

of behaviour patterns of the parklet and the public space
with both parklet users and creators.

and did not know about the playful parklet in advance.

The first set of observation and mapping data were

someone nearby. The woman who mentioned needing

mostly around noon (2 visits, 45 minutes in total), late

They stopped to check it out when passing by or meeting
shade was picking up her son nearby and they “played a

board game and relaxed”. A man (straight, 35-44, Asian)

passing by played YomeciBand, describing the parklet
as “interesting, relaxing and enjoyable.”

Despite the limitations of this user feedback method and
the results obtained, this data provides several useful
indications about the playful parklet’s use and reception.
It shows that the playful parklet had been successfully

recorded by Ha Thai during the non-activated period,
afternoon (1 visit, 30 minutes) and early evening (2
visits, 90 minutes in total). Thai captured movement and

behaviours of passers-by and parklet users through
notes and diagrams. He kept a distance from the parklet

to ensure people’s behaviours were natural and he
only approached and conducted an informal interview

opportunistically when users had spent some time
discovering the parklet.

positioned in Llaneast St to attract unplanned attention

Approximately 75% of all pedestrian movements

succeeded in attracting the interest and playful use of

west along Llaneast St and the businesses along the

and engagement from passers-by. The parklet had
a diversity of local residents, including users who were

previously unfamiliar with this parklet and with parklets
in general. The feedback also reveals that respondents’

engagement with parklet complemented their social
uses of the precinct – not just shopping. Additionally,

the responses show that users could have very positive
experiences from this unexpected engagement which

could produce a positive disposition towards this kind of
temporary public space activation.

The critical response, while limited and isolated,

highlights that the project team succeeded in siting the
playful parklet to optimise many of the eight key locational

criteria they had identified (see Site Selection). Most of
these criteria related to maximising visibility and access

to attract users to the parklet (criteria 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7) or to
prevent conflicts and risks with vehicular and pedestrian
traffic and surrounding businesses (criteria 2, 3, 4, 6).

But the user comment emphasises that the 8th, lessconsidered locational criterion – providing shade from
the hot sun – affects user comfort when using the parklet.
In this vein, further user feedback might explore other

were between the public carparks immediately to the

Glenferrie Road commercial strip. Most passers-by paid

little attention to the parklet, except from being impacted
by the chalk drawings on the pavements. Many people
are drawn by the chalk drawings, with some taking
care not to step on them while others joyfully navigated

between the shapes of the drawings. Although a few
cigarette butts were occasionally found in the parklet,

observations indicated that most smokers didn’t use the
parklet, but preferred the nearby public benches. This
correlates with fieldwork findings in Melbourne CBD,

where smokers also didn’t frequent the parklet. This may
have been because they think it is too exposed and/or
that smoking in a purpose-built facility like a parklet might

not be permitted. The Little Free Library worked well to

attract and keep the interest of passers-by. Together with
the chalk drawings, it triggered users’ awareness of the

new types of public space, prompted them to discuss
what it is, and what it is for. A short interview with a local

parent and his 10-year-old son reveal that they weren’t
aware that the playful parklet is a pop-up public good
newly introduced in their neighbourhood.

sensory aspects of the parklet’s locational context like

The parklet’s Creative Producer, Carlo Tolentino, was

influence use, and how they might be managed. The

photos. Drawing on this visual documentation he wrote

noise, smells, and wind to understand how these might
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on site for most scheduled events, filming and taking
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Figure 17. Young Taekwondo practitioners were YomeciBand's most enthusiastic participants.
notes about each of the scheduled events: YomeciBand,

after their class, even asking when YomeciBand would

gaming sessions. He observes that people were often

remained. Other enthusiastic users included dogs

Communitas, the mini-parkour workshops and boarding
curious about the chalk drawings for YomeciBand, even
as they were being drawn, usually at least glancing at

them as they walked past. Some adults who initially
passed YomeciBand without engaging later came back

with their children to play it. Overall, children engaged
more with YomeciBand than adults. Most adult passersby walked through the chalk drawings and did not realise

return after its creators had left but the chalk drawings

and their owners and several children who wanted to

contribute their own chalk drawings. Some people on
the other side of the street heard YomeciBand’s sounds

and then crossed over to check it out. But equally some
people who were in a rush crossed the road to bypass
the parklet altogether.

until part-way through that their footsteps generated

Tolentino noted that of the two parkour sessions there

response. The most active participants in YomeciBand,

people seemed rushed, perhaps because it was close

sounds – some would then hop, jump, or playfully skip in

though, were young children (around six to eight) from
a nearby Taekwondo school who played it before and
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

was minimal engagement during the first workshop as

to lunch hour. But the second workshop was more
popular – with predominantly children joining in as their
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Figure 18. A sign advertising parkour sessions.
parents mostly observed or occasionally joined in. When

PSOs to express their appreciation for the parklet and its

bars, this drew people in, as did advertising the sessions

playful installation.

Melbourne in Motion’s traceurs performed stunts on the
as “free parkour lessons”, suggesting to passers-by they

activities, and hoped it would become a more long-term

might learn a new skill or hobby.18 Meanwhile, there was

Tolentino noted that Communitas received a “fair amount

sessions designed for passers-by who wanted to play

the two sessions held, although there was stronger

positive engagement with the board games library and
and learn the games. Fortunately, none of the free board
games disappeared, and there was positive engagement
with the board game workshops. Both adults and children

would be interested in the simpler board games at first,
then enquire about the other games’ mechanics in the
library. The board games that can be played in 5-10
minute sessions were beneficial for people who were
simply passing by. There were parents who spoke to the
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

of engagement” from both children and adults during
engagement during the afternoon session of March
11. Some particularly notable engagements included

a group of schoolchildren heading home after school
who heard the performance and went out of their way

to enter the parklet and play; and some adults with a

musical background who were more playful in their
improvisations and took videos to share with relatives.
One man, Aerie, said that he was having a bad day
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and playing Communitas made him feel better, before

hours. She also noted that overall users of the parklet

left. Intriguingly, some people avoided the parklet during

generally of a higher socio-economic profile, “the general

handing out cards that said “expect a miracle” before he
Communitas, similar to how commuters might avoid a

busker on the street. The owners of Crate Expectations,

in front of which the parklet was located, also asked if
Communitas could be moved to the opposite end of the
parklet away from their door, as the noise was too loud.

likely reflect the demographic of the area: families,

demographic for Armadale and Malvern.” She stated that

it “wasn’t something that you expected people to travel to
from other suburbs. I don’t think that was the intention. It
was to benefit the local community.”

Lara’s view was that “community parklets work”, but not

Interview

when they are “positioned right outside one business. It

Lastly, the researchers conducted a semi-structured

parklet’s selected location, on a side street at the edge

interview with Stonnington’s Economic Growth and
Activation Officer, Maria Lara, on May 6, 2022, after

the parklet had been removed from Llaneast St. This
discussion covered her perspective of implementing the
parklet as the project’s lead contact from council and

what she perceived as the learnings for council about the
collaboration process and impact on its parklet program

really has to feel like it’s not attached to anything”. The
of the Glenferrie Road commercial precinct, found the
appropriate niche, being “right in the thick of things
where there is foot traffic [yet] it’s not associated to a

business closely… [so] that everyone can still see it and
it’s not impeding [anyone].” She emphasised that “it is
hard to find these little locations”.

and wider community activations.

Lara also raised the challenges of getting people

For Lara, one of the most useful and positive aspects

Lara noted that there were many people who “weren’t

of user feedback about this parklet was that it had not
generated any complaints to council from businesses or
residents during its four weeks of operation. She noted
that this has not been the case in some other locations

where Stonnington Council have piloted parklets –

including their under-used parklet in Beatty Avenue,
Armadale. Conflicts between hospitality parklets and
demands for vehicular traffic and on-street parking

engaged with the parklet outside programmed events.
sure what it was or how to interact with it. They thought
maybe: is there meant to be a coffee machine, is it a

cafe?” The solution trialled in the Llaneast St installation
was to install “in-your-face signage saying ‘general
public welcome here’”. Despite this confusion, however,

“the presence of [the playful parklet] made people really
curious, which is a good thing.”

have been at the core of debates around parklets in

metropolitan Melbourne. There were no complaints

about traffic or parking impacts of the playful parklet in
Llaneast St. This was of particular significance, given

that the shortage of parking and the management of

Glenferrie Road as a traffic corridor were key factors that
had limited the earlier prospects for parklets in this retail

precinct when other similar streets had installed large
numbers of parklets.

Lara considered the lack of negative feedback to be a
major strength of the playful parklet project: “I think it
was a good temperature check for this precinct, and by

all accounts we can probably look at doing more, larger
programs. It sounds like everyone’s open to trying new
things in that precinct, so that’s always a good thing.”
For Lara, the absence of damage and rubbish around

the parklet was another indication of a positive response
to it. The parklet generally remained clean, and it was

not graffitied. Anecdotally, she observed that employees
from nearby businesses were often using it for their lunch

or morning coffee outside of the programmed activation

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington
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8. Findings

Figure 19. The playful parklet occupied two parking spaces on Llaneast Street for four weeks without any negative
impacts.

The playful parklet in Malvern met RMIT’s research

8.1 Benefits

programmed and unstructured play. But importantly it

Benefits of the Implementation Process

collaboration with local communities and rapidly move

The playful parklet project demonstrated the potential

aims by successfully engaging local residents in both
also proved the potential for a playful parklet to facilitate
from one location to the next, navigating the necessary
permits and logistical challenges in doing so. This

has been further proven with the parklet’s subsequent
iterations, outlined in Future Directions below. The

strong support from Stonnington in achieving this,
coupled with the subsequent demand for the parklet from

other LGAs, showed that parklets can simultaneously be
temporary, tactical interventions and supported from
the top-down by governments seeking to improve their

municipality’s cultural and economic life. Yet this report

also highlighted areas for improvement in future iterations
of the parklet, particularly in attracting users to the parklet
and collecting data about its use. This section outlines

the key benefits and challenges identified during the
Malvern iteration.
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for a small, short-term public space activation project to

serve as the basis for trialling and developing a new
working collaboration between the City of Stonnington

and two different research areas at RMIT University:
Games Design and Urban Design. This collaboration
progressed quickly through briefing, implementation,

and monitoring and management of the parklet, and
incorporated several iterative cycles of adding and
testing new physical elements (games, signboards,
tables and chairs) and programmed activations (board
games, parkour).

The project demonstrated the viability of a joint
procurement process for small, short-term parklet
installations for public use. Typically, parklets are
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procured either by councils or by hospitality businesses
directly, and these owners wholly manage the space.
In this project,

Stonnington, RMIT University, and

an experienced parklet vendor, GreenEvent, worked
together

to

specify

and

nimbly

deliver

physical

infrastructure and a rich and varied activation program

in a public street, and then experiment with innovations
in the parklet’s design and programming. Key to this

were close working relationships, communication, and

knowledge-sharing between Stonnington, RMIT, and
GreenEvent.

The playful parklet project demonstrated an innovative

site in Melbourne’s CBD to Llaneast St in Malvern
demonstrated for the first time that the “pop-up”
public infrastructure of a parklet could be moved

and redeployed between different street contexts and
different local government jurisdictions and different

functions (from hospitality business to public relaxation
and play). This is the first known example of a unitised

parklet envelope being moved between locations within

metropolitan Melbourne. While parklets are generally

conceived as temporary and mobile, most parklets in
Melbourne are single-use, and many have become semipermanent. All of them serve just one address and one

local community. RMIT’s playful parklet was conceived

transformation in the management of street space,

from the outset as an amenity that could maximise public

managed by council traffic engineering and maintenance

being relocated between various street locations across

while minimising risks. This street space is typically
departments. The parklet minimised the risks for all

parties by being able to draw on Stonnington’s strong

value and maximise public interest and engagement by
one or more municipalities.

internal communication, workflow, and goodwill between

The playful parklet’s subsequent moves to Brunswick

knowledge of contemporary parklet placement, design,

low-cost, rapidly-built installation to deliver benefits

departments. It also drew on RMIT University’s in-depth
and operation in the Melbourne context; active on-site

management in connection with the parklet activation
program; and the blanket indemnity insurance for RMIT’s

research and external engagement activities. Another

key factor in minimising the risk of the project was
RMIT’s approach of procuring the parklet infrastructure,

installation, and traffic management through a local

vendor that had extensive experience of promptly
delivering parklets to local government standards and

expectations regarding safety, aesthetics, and timeliness
– even though these did not follow the specifications of
Stonnington’s existing hospitality parklet program.

The playful parklet provided a live demonstration
that Stonnington could facilitate a parklet for free
public use, separately from the approval, financial,

and managerial parameters and processes that have

shaped most of the parklets in metropolitan Melbourne,
particularly since the COVID-19 pandemic.

The playful parklet also demonstrated that the RMIT
research team can leverage significant national-level

funding to deliver innovative and high-quality outcomes
for local government and for end-users of public space.

The project demonstrated that the team has a mature
research methodology and delivery approach that could
easily be scaled up with further investment from local

government, industry partners, and from national funders

and Footscray further demonstrate the capacity of a

into multiple communities. Transport costs were lower

than building a completely new parklet. The project thus

provided a first demonstration of the promised flexibility of
temporary urbanism, and enhances its cost-effectiveness

and sustainability, by demonstrating that small short-

term investments into public space transformation can
have longer-term and wider-scale impacts, in terms of

providing public benefits and in terms of demonstrating
ideas that can be reproduced, modified, and scaled up.

The numerous modifications and additions to the playful
parklet in its second iteration in Malvern supported the
research aim of “exploring and evaluating how a playful

parklet can temporarily intervene in different formats and

locations” through responsive content. The chance co-

location of nearby board game stores and a spontaneous
approach to the research team by parkour instructors
Melbourne in Motion led to the incorporation of board

gaming and parkour as underlying themes for this

iteration of the parklet. They showed the potential for
the parklet to be modified on the fly, accommodating
both new physical features and new activation
programs like parkour bars and tabletop gaming spaces
and collections. Both the parkour and board gaming
subsequently carried over into future iterations of the
parklet, and the Little Free Library has remained in the
parklet as a semi-permanent feature.

such as the Australian Research Council.

Benefits of the Outcome

The relocation of RMIT’s playful parklet from its first

The playful parklet demonstrated that it is possible
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to introduce a very visible and accessible new

for pocket parks, sitting areas.”19 It also reflected the

public space within the lively commercial district of

aspirations of the non-commercial community parklets

time, but where space and opportunities to sit, socialise,

(2017-) and Port Philip (2020-) prior to and during the

Glenferrie Road, where many local residents spend

and have fun in public are limited – particularly spaces
that are not close to the high traffic of Glenferrie Road
itself.

The playful parklet also showed that varied, strategic

programming of public spaces within a commercial

precinct, and opportunities for local businesses and
social groups such as Café Games to stimulate and

support playful use of such spaces, could enhance public

engagement with temporary open space interventions,
without denying opportunities for broad, unprogrammed

introduced into Melbourne by the Cities of Moreland
COVID-19 pandemic. While San Francisco’s subsequent

2010 Pavement to Parks 2.0 program has enabled

thousands of businesses to convert kerbside parking
spaces into outdoor spaces for their customers, those
privately-financed parklets must provide areas for
public access and use at all times. The playful parklet in

Stonnington demonstrated the possibilities and benefits
of a diametrical policy shift in the other direction, from

private parklets (such as those in Stonnington’s Chapel
Street precinct) to public parklets.

public use. The playful parklet’s programming expanded

While quantitative data about who visited and used the

commercial precinct. The professional knowledge base

based survey and anecdotal observation of parklet use

both the range and duration of public activity within the
of urban design and placemaking highlights the spin-

off benefits of such increased use of the street space:
enhancing perceptions of public safety due to the

presence of more “eyes on the street”, attracting more

visitors to an area because of the presence of other
users, and extending the duration of visitors’ stays in

a precinct by providing opportunities for them to rest,
relax, meet with, and socialise with others.

The frequent programming of the playful parklet in
Llaneast St enabled an intensive period of creative

development for these open space programming
projects. This frequency was serendipitous because

artists had been engaged to also activate an additional

playful parklet is limited, user feedback from the webby the research and activation team indicates that the

parklet and its play opportunities were engaged with
and valued by several important demographic groups
who are not the main users of the predominating
commercial parklets managed by hospitality businesses
(i.e. couples and groups of working adults with significant

disposable income). The playful parklet found use

among older adults, parents and grandparents with
children, and individuals alone seeking somewhere to

sit comfortably outdoors in public. These users perhaps

have less interest and opportunities to spend time in the
public realm of neighbourhood shopping and hospitality
streets.

and Communitas were programmed for Llaneast Street.

Widespread Benefits: For the Public,
Community
Groups,
Businesses,
Council, and RMIT

a challenge and an opportunity: the projects evolved

The project demonstrated that a public-oriented parklet

Communitas events would oscillate between rehearsal

scope of the use of a public space – the edge of a side

parklet site which was ultimately unavailable. As a
result, an increased number of events by YomeciBand

The contingent and changing context provided both

and developed within the public space. For example,
and performance through to experimenting with new
content in response to the ebb and flow of public

engagement. This experimental approach to projects in

the space informed team member Innocent’s subsequent

approach to running an Urban Play School in Brunswick
(see Future Directions).

The public accessibility and inclusive programming
of the playful parklet deployed in Malvern lived up to

the potential and aspirations of the world’s first parklet
program in San Francisco, Pavement to Parks, in

2009, which was part of “an effort to reclaim excess
pavement… left over areas not needed for traffic…

The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

could engage local community and expand the time and
street adjoining a busy commercial corridor – without
negative impacts on traffic, business, or pedestrian
activity. There was very little negative feedback

about the playful parklet. This is an important and

positive outcome, because street space is valuable
and highly contested, particularly in busy commercial
precincts such as Glenferrie Road where that street

space is actively shared between a range of users.

Several local governments and several precincts in
metropolitan Melbourne have witnessed contestation

over the introduction of parklets, particularly because
they are seen to significantly benefit individual hospitality

businesses at the expense of other businesses and other
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Figure 20. A passer-by instructs Communitas performers.
users of the street and adjoining footpath area, and

8.2 Challenges

The playful parklet revealed that council-managed

Marketing/Promotion

because they reduce on-street parking opportunities.
on-street carparking spaces in close proximity to
commercial streets and to individual businesses
can be quickly, affordably, and reversibly re-shaped

and re-purposed for broad public leisure uses. It
also demonstrated that this space and its uses can
be compatible with the existing commercial and traffic
function of the surrounding streets.

For RMIT University’s research team, the playful parklet
provided the opportunity to develop, test, and refine a

range of physical elements, programming, and outreach
channels to increase community awareness and

the amount and range of public use. The installation

of the playful parklet in Stonnington provided useful
learnings that could immediately be taken up in the

parklet’s subsequent iterations. The teams’ growing

familiarity with the cost, time, and impact of spontaneous
and responsive modifications to the parklet stimulated
more intensive testing in its subsequent installation of

Brunswick (City of Moreland), where the parklet was

transformed numerous times over a four-week period to

include climbing frames for parkour, a musical sculpture,
an art exhibit, a temporary beach with sand, deck chairs

and beach umbrellas, and physical transformations by
other artists and researchers (see Future Directions).

The marketing campaign and promotion for the parklet

to the local community was managed by Stonnington’s
marketing team, who targeted Stonnington residents.

The parklet was also promoted to a wider audience
through the Playable Melbourne social media accounts
– although, notably, nobody on the research team had

expertise in social media marketing. The marketing

campaign was successful in meeting council’s key project
objectives, which were primarily to raise awareness of

and drive interest in the parklet and connect with the
council’s wider promotion of Stonnington as a place

for everyone. The reach of the campaign demonstrates
this, although there was limited feedback through these

channels, with only a handful of comments. Interest in the
selfie competition was also low – perhaps because it was

introduced part-way through the project and required
participants to know about the parklet, visit it, and upload

data to the website. Social media presence could
potentially be boosted by enlisting or hiring social
media “influencers” or taking out paid advertisements on
social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram.

All these factors indicate the broader challenges of

capturing user feedback in a small, relatively lowpatronage public space over a short period, particularly
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As noted above, however, as the second iteration of the
playful parklet the researchers were still developing and

testing methods for capturing user data. There were
three key issues affecting the data gathered. First, the

tight four-week schedule before the parklet was due to
be moved to its next location meant there was limited

time and resources to gather data using the planned
methods. This is reflected in the lack of update and

promotion of the survey. And while the researchers

were able to successfully gather observations from

those involved in the parklet’s design, there is scope
to conduct more in-depth interviews with participants –

the PSOs, local businesses and collaborators such as
the artists and Melbourne in Motion coaches. Second,
technical issues like the blockage of the pedestrian

counter diminished the effectiveness and accuracy of
Figure 21. Selfie competition winner Mia’s winning

submission. Despite this excellent entry, overall interest
in the competition was low.

when one of the project’s key ambitions was to provide

unmonitored space for free public use, to contrast with
the highly managed environments of hospitality-run

parklets. They also highlight the need to explore novel

ways to promote and attract public interest in a playful or

community parklet – an initiative that cannot always be
easily explained and immediately grasped.

some of the data gathered. And lastly, as Lara notes,
with small-scale activations like this one it is “hard [to]

demonstrate that it supports economic activity … unless
you’re doing intercept surveys, it’s really hard to gauge

that visitor sentiment and business sentiment as well.”
These three factors all demonstrate a strong need for

someone to be specifically tasked with data collection

and analysis. This is a question of resourcing. With other

team members busy, having a dedicated researcher or
ethnographer with resources to more widely promote the

survey and social media would help ensure richer and
more representative data could be gathered in future.

Measuring Public Engagement

User Hesitancy

The limited quantitative data on the number of visitors

The playful parklet’s installation on Llaneast St indicated

to the parklet indicates that the peak periods of usage

were weekday lunchtimes, with less frequent and smaller
peaks of activity during weekday mornings, afternoons
and early evenings. There were very few people using the

parklet before 11am or after 9pm, at least on days when
hourly pedestrian counts were available. Pedestrian
counts were not available for 3 of the 6 weekend days

when the playful parklet was in position, but visitor counts
on other weekend days show that usage was generally

very low on weekends. Positively viewed, this indicates
that the playful parklet was complementary to the
normal shopping and working visits that local residents

and visitors made to the Glenferrie Road precinct during
weekdays. The parklet expanded the range of activities

that people could engage with during those regular
visits, rather than functioning as a destination attraction
in its own right. It also acted as an added amenity for

workers in the area who used the parklet during breaks

as indicated by the parklet’s busiest hours being work
hours.
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that micro-scale public spaces of this kind are not

likely to become major destinations, but are generally
encountered in passing, and then spontaneously
used for pausing, relaxing, and having informal social
encounters. Anecdotal observation by the research team
and Stonnington staff suggests that passers-by were

generally hesitant to enter, explore, and engage with
the playful parklet when they first encountered it.
This was for two reasons. Firstly, due to the unexpected

and unfamiliar introduction of a landscaped open space
on the kerbside carparking space of a side street in

the Glenferrie Road precinct. The project challenged
people’s understanding of the “what” and “where”
of public space. Secondly, there was hesitancy due

to misperceptions regarding the ownership and
use of this space: “who” was meant to engage
with it and “how”. In Melbourne, and particularly in

Stonnington, where all existing parklets are managed

by commercial hospitality businesses, there appears
to be a broadly-shared assumption that all parklets
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Figure 22. The Plants, an interactive musical installation using plants with sensors, was particularly successful at drawing
in passers-by during the parklet’s first iteration.

belong to hospitality businesses and are not available

and chalk drawings produced for the playful parklet’s

playful parklet after tables and chairs were added to it to

and encouraging people to come and interact with

hesitancy can be overcome, but only over time, through

elements can deter other people, who may avoid

about the existence and benefits of non-commercial,

into a participatory musical performance. The research

banners, other signage, and Stonnington’s social media

suggested that passers-by are perhaps more willing

this parklet’s distinctive purpose to passers-by and the

are passive invitations, left unattended in the parklet –

for free public use. This was particularly the case with the

activation program can succeed in attracting attention

support larger groups playing board games. Such user

the parklet. The observations also indicate that such

individuals’ repeated use, and as awareness grows

stepping on the drawings or being drawn too publicly

public parklets. The playful parklet’s programming board,

team’s earlier parklet experiments in the Melbourne CBD

campaign all had important roles in helping communicate

to engage with musical and artistic media when these

wider Stonnington public.

for example The Plants, which was not implemented in
Malvern (see Figure 22).

Field observations confirmed that the creative music
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Weather Protection
Shading from sun was a factor that was taken into

account in the parklet’s site selection process, but other

factors ultimately determined the chosen location. The
experience with the Llaneast St location, including the

feedback from public users and activators of the parklet
and from the QR code-linked online survey, indicated that

appropriate weather protection is one among several
factors that need to be addressed through refinement
to the design and equipment of the parklet after the

most suitable site has been selected, and depending on

the actual weather and the actual activities occurring at
the site.

As discussed in Implementation under Programming
and Design, the project team made significant efforts to
provide activation, an internal fit-out and management
strategies that would optimise user comfort and

enjoyment in using the parklet once it had been
installed. The user feedback points to the importance

of carefully considering this when selecting a parklet
location. Commercial parklets managed by hospitality

businesses have constant staff management of the

space, extensive hours of occupancy and large financial
turnover associated with the uses of the parklet. This

enables them to install, adjust and remove sun and rain
protection to optimise user comfort, and to also monitor

umbrellas, marquees, and heat lamps to ensure these do
not present a safety risk.

Short-term playful parklets are unlikely to receive such
constant care, so their elements should be rearrangeable

depending on the spatial settings and microclimate of the

chosen location, such as trees, building height, shadow,
wind, as well as the changing demands of parklet users

depending on the season. The playful parklet is yet to be
tested in winter conditions, when good solar exposure

and rain protection are key priorities. When the playful
parklet was installed in Brunswick, after its Stonnington

deployment, a large canvas sheet was erected as a pop-

up rain cover to protect activities that involved music
instruments and electrical devices; however, this needed
to be removed after each activation program to avoid

safety risks due to wind. A safe sun and rain protection
solution for parklets could significantly extend their
variety, frequency, and seasonal extent of use.
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9. Future Directions
Subsequent Deployments
The research team’s successful collaboration with

Stonnington paved the way for several subsequent
partnerships with local councils and organisations across

Melbourne. After leaving Malvern the parklet travelled
to Brunswick in partnership with the City of Moreland –

who, as discussed in Background Knowledge above,
had

pioneered

Melbourne’s

pre-pandemic

parklet

program. The parklet then relocated to Footscray
in collaboration with the City of Maribyrnong. It then

returned to Melbourne’s CBD, standing on a temporary
“Prototype Street” within a public plaza, Wesley Place,
as part of Melbourne Knowledge Week – before going

into “hibernation” over winter 2022. Figure 23 shows a
timeline of the parklet’s various iterations.

These iterations of the parklet built on the relationships

established in Stonnington, particularly with Melbourne
in Motion and the local board gaming community.

Melbourne in Motion followed the parklet, hosting several
more mini-parkour events at each of its subsequent
locations. Communitas and YomeciBand also held

performances at each new location, while the Little Free
Library stayed as an indefinite addition to the parklet’s

design. These demonstrated that the playful parklet could
be flexible and adaptive, able to quickly incorporate new

design elements and programs that had not originally

been planned. The Brunswick iteration of the further
experimented with this flexible design, undergoing three
major transformations – into a participatory artwork,

“home away from home” and a beach – during the four
weeks it spent there.

These iterations also introduced new projects in

collaboration with local artists and organisations,
including a seaweed library by the Seaweed Appreciation

Society International, Robotics Ensemble by artist Dylan
Martorell and walking tours for the 64 Ways of Being

location-based augmented reality app. The researchers

also opened the parklet up as a testing ground for RMIT
students through an “Urban Play School” run at these
sites (see Figure 24). Lastly, the theories and ideas
underpinning the parklet were also explored further

Figure 23. Parklet timeline

through workshops and seminars connected with the

parklet, such as “Urban Commons: Making Parklets
Playful Again” at Brunswick and Melbourne Knowledge
Week.
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Figure 24. RMIT students are given 15 minutes to design a parklet game during the “Urban Play School”.

Future Directions for RMIT

of these developments aim to evolve the parklet into
a unique public art and public engagement platform

for sound artists, game designers, and other creatives

From Playful Parklet to Playable Parklet

to create and exhibit their work. A showcase of these

Play within the parklet at Brunswick has shaped the

Games Week in October 2022.

development of planned creative infrastructure for the

developments is planned for Melbourne International

parklet for the upcoming Spring 2022 season. Using

Community Parklets Inspired by Urban Play

will be installed within the parklet so that it becomes a

One the playful parklet’s long-term goals is to develop an

and performances. A “virtual twin” of the parklet is also

with place. This works in two ways – as a way to test the

smart city technologies, networked light and sound
playable art installation outside of human-led activations

being created to support game development within
the parklet using augmented reality technologies. Both
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ongoing mode of tactical urbanism that connects people

“ambient play index” of a place by observing local users’
responses to the parklet, and by attracting a community
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Figure 25. Four phases of "reskinning" the parklet using wood and acrylic patterns (CBD), LEGO (Malvern), blackboards
(Brunswick) and magnetic surfaces (CBD Knowledge Week).
to the parklet through workshops and activations, then
passing over “ownership” of the space to that community
in collaboration with local council. In this way, community
parklets can become a semi-permanent feature of public
spaces, providing creative space for socialisation, study,

and outdoor play for young people – a need which was
identified by State Government Victoria post-lockdown in
VicHealth’s “Big Connect” initiative.

20

these were not fully implemented. Improvised modularity

was tested at multiple locations with laser cut removable
surfaces, milk crates, and use of existing urban play
elements such as giant chimes. This has informed the

next stage of the design to be explored over (Southern
Hemisphere) winter 2022 with the goal to create further

“creative infrastructure” for workshops and other
public programs, to inspire others to create their own

configurations of the playful parklet. This potential was
Next Iterations of the Design

illustrated by Melbourne in Motion, who adapted their

In the planning stages of the parklet, concepts for

parklet approach may extend beyond the parklet to other

modular design were developed – particularly through
the Miro board brainstorming discussed in Context – but
The Playful Parklet: A Research Report for the City of Stonnington

parkour infrastructure for the parklet space. The playful

forms of public space intervention, adding to the range
of creative options for tactical urbanism more broadly –
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and drawing upon the parklet as a site for testing and
developing ideas using the city as an open lab.
Ongoing Collaboration with Stonnington
Drawing on the knowledge from this report, the
researchers are well-placed to implement further

iterations of the playful parklet in Stonnington. This would
allow other areas in Malvern or surrounding suburbs to
be explored as sites for activation. It would also enable

the researchers to draw on the knowledge gathered from

this project – including acquiring permits and approvals,
engaging passers-by with programmed activities, and

gathering and analysing more data to better measure the
parklet’s engagement and impact.
Spreading Playful Parklets
Outside Stonnington, this detailed case study also serves

as a prototype that researchers, artists, organisations,

the design solution of using concrete blocks instead of
water barriers at each corner of the parklet discussed in
Implementation.

Expanded Programming
Council has further opportunity for parklet programming
that is championed and facilitated by local businesses,

schools, and artists who already have a foundation and
existing audience in the area. While this iteration of

the playful parklet began to explore these possibilities

through partnership with local games businesses, board
gaming communities, and Melbourne in Motion, the

parklet was only in situ for a short time. A longer parklet

activation could build deeper local connections and

engage a wider range of stakeholders. This also fits with
RMIT’s aforementioned plans to establish the parklet as
a community asset by handing over “ownership” of it to
local communities under the guidance of local councils.

and local councils in other cities around the world

Further Trials

as a preliminary “how to” guide for creating a playful

The immediate next steps for Council could include

might replicate. With this in mind, this report serves
parklet based on RMIT researchers’ specific context

and approach. By using a standardised parklet with only
modest modifications the researchers demonstrate that

it can be reproduced and replicated in other contexts.
But the flexibility of the playful parklet’s design also
shows that it is highly malleable and modifiable, allowing

organisations in other cities to build on this model and
experiment with other ideas for playful parklet design.

Future Directions for Stonnington
Measuring Impact and Applying Lessons to the
Council’s Wider Parklet Program

trialling alternative locations for the playful parklet and

other similar community parklets in the Glenferrie Road
precinct. Council may also continue scoping new

locations and other precincts – particularly those that

have the potential to transition to a permanent parklet

or road closure. This raises the possibility of exploring
community parklets as a permanent fixture in local
areas, rather than as a short-term temporary intervention.

Council can also trial keeping a community parklet in situ
for a longer period. This would provide more insight into

how long it takes to start changing people’s habits and
behaviours around the parklet and how these changes
can become more ingrained in community life.

One of the key dilemmas with a short-term intervention
like the playful parklet is measuring its impact when it
is only on site for a few weeks. There is further scope

to consider how economic benefit and other impacts
of the parklet can be measured or to develop a more

comprehensive matrix for capturing and measuring socio/
economic impact. This also invites broader consideration
around what the greatest benefit of a community parklet

is for the local community: it is a city activation or

added amenity and greenery; or is better promoted as
a pause point and place for relaxation? Gathering more

in-depth feedback on community perceptions of the

parklet would help address such questions. On the other
hand, design elements from this playful parklet could
already be applied to Council’s other parklets, such as
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